Aluminium and Glazing Solutions for Architecture

Introduction

Glass processing

Custom Fenestration’s manufacturing and production partners in Portugal have been around since 1979 . Having grown from strength to strength , they currently
consist of four companies that complement each other in design , development , production and the commercialization of aluminium frames and glass. The product
range is extensive with varying systems that include numerous proprietary designs , that are only available through their selected partners . This gives us huge
confidence to offer, supply and stand over these products , as they are truly an A to Z company . Able and ready to implement daring new technical and aesthetic request
by the most demanding of designers. Projects where ultra modern contemporary trends demand minimum framing & maximum glazing.We are probably the 1st
company to offer this type of product, where the complete processing and distribution of the aluminum frames, proprietary hardware and IGU´s are achieved completely
in-house.

Complementing our systems of frames, the manufacturer has a glass processing unit equipped with the latest technology, which produces all kinds of glass on the
market, highlighting here laminated glass of thermal and acoustic control, security, tempered, tempered with HST, decorated with glazed digital painting, among
others.
Our state of the art IGU producers are among only a handful of European IGU manufacturers certified by NAMI to produce glass for use in NFRC labelled products.

Design and product development
Our partners R & D Department is constantly evolving, diversifying & devising new solutions, effectively responding to the aesthetic and technical requests of the
designers, driven by the fundamental principles of Innovation, Architecture and Design. They also have a specialized team, that accompanies the designers throughout
the study process, detailing the work, so that our solutions are the most appropriate for the projects entrusted to us. We believe we are the only company to offer a full
compliment of products to ensure that we are the only glazing company you need to complete your project.

Products

Services

Double glazed

Mechanization:

Double glazed with inner blinds

Drilling

Triple glazed

Cut

Argon glass

Edges

Enhanced thermal insulation

Bevel

Acoustic glazing
Laminated PVB

Rincon
Quenching:

Laminated SentryGlas ®

Minimum dimensions: 80mm (3.15" x 275 mm (10.82")

Laminated PVB with digital painting

Maximum dimensions: 2600mm (102.36") x 4600 mm
(181.10")

Laminated EVA

Anodization | Powder coating
We understand that the correct product finish is of paramount importance to the designer and homeowner . With this in mind we strive to give the highest quality
whether through powder coating or anodization. We offer a very rich and wide chromatic range, highly certificated in terms of quality (Qualanod and Qualicoat
Seaside).

Thicknesses from 3mm (0.11") to 9mm (0.35")

Acoustic laminated

HST

Multi laminated

Lamination

Safety glass

Acid-etched glass

Intruder resistant glass

Decoration by recording

Bullet resistant glass

Serigraphy

Tempered glass

Lacquered glass

HST glass

Glazed digital painting

Heat strengthened glass

Glazed painting in P.V.B.

Aluminium extrusion
Distinctly different from the majority of aluminium product fabricators, our partner has the ability to design and produce dies for the extrusion of their profiles. This kind
of in-house service allows us to offer you bespoke solutions for your specific needs, that are currently unknown in the market.
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Glazed digital painting

Serigraphy

Painting in PVB

The possibility of creating a glass façade and
personalize it with an image, a photograph or a
drawing, it is now possible, through digital painting
process. Although it can be used indoors, its use is
more suitable to the external applications because it
allows, together with the appropriate glass, better
solar control as well as graduate the light transmission
without changing the printed colors.

When the aim is the repetition of an image or drawing,
the method we use is silk-screen printing .The glass
screen printed applications are varied: on façades,
combining aesthetics & function as a form of solar
control, ensuring good visibility from inside to outside:
inside, uses such as doors, partitions, shower cabins
or even furniture with the appropriate glass.

Painting in PVB is the new concept of decorative
glass that allows to reproduce, drawings, textures or
pictures in laminated glass, creating a wide range
from transparency to full opacity. The result is a glass
that combines safety with aesthetics, ensuring the
resistance of the colors to UV rays, presenting an
image with a definition of excellence.

VM.OS

minimalist sliding system with thermal break

Specifically designed for larger openings, the VM.OS minimalist sliding system has emerged as an innovative solution to the most contemporary of architectural trends,
combining maximum glazing with minimum visible framing. This is true of all its versions including the original and both of our concealed track systems, which can be
achieved by an aluminium cover or continuous flooring. Combined with the motorized operation, the VM.OS System can accommodate some very large dimensions,
giving designers new opportunities to maximise use of moving glass walls in their projects.
We have 3 VM.OS systems - VM.OS-Simple, Double and Triple, all now available with VM.OS-Concealed Sills. The versions of concealed sill shown below are,
Diagram 2 - with aluminium cover and Diagram 3 - with continuous flooring, both allowing for a much smoother transition, enhanced aesthetics, as well as ease of use
for those with reduced mobility.

This system is designed to have all external frames buried and the vertical door styles are just 20mm or 0.79"
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VM.OS-Simple

VM.OS-Double

VM.OS-Triple

Maximum area/leaf: 8,00m² / 86 Sq Ft
Maximum weight/leaf: 500Kg / 1100 Lbs
Maximum height/leaf: 4000m / 157.5"
Filling:
10mm / 0.39"
12mm / 0.47"
16mm / 0.63"

Maximum area/leaf*: 8,00m² / 86 Sq Ft
Maximum weight/leaf*: 500Kg / 1100 Lbs
Maximum height/leaf*: 4000m / 157.5"
Filling (tempered glasses): 32mm / 1.26"
		
35mm / 1.37"
*For other dimensions, consult Thecnical Department

Maximum area/leaf*:14,00m² / 130 Sq Ft
Maximum weight/leaf*: 1000Kg / 2200 Lbs (with motorization)
Maximum height/leaf*: 6000m / 236.22"
Filling (tempered glasses): 56mm / 2.20"
*For other dimensions, consult Thecnical Department

NFRC valuces: Triple pane 0.26 Uf. Dual pane 0.37 Uf, based on specimen size 2000 mm x 2000 (78.75” X 78.75”)
SHGC values tested in NFRC range 0.14 -0.38, other values available on request.
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VM.OS-Pivotante

minimalist pivoting system with thermal break

Continuing with the concept of minimalist windows for architecture and in order to meet the various needs of our customers, we now offer the VM. OS Pivot. This system
is intended to fully complement the sliding OS, allowing you to completely glaze your property in a coherent style.
Specially designed for large openings, this new system allows for weights of up to 500Kg / 1100 Lbs per sash.

VM.OS-Guilhotina

minimalist sash system with thermal break

The Guillotine version of the minimalist system OS emerges as a further means to complement existing product, allowing another innovative opening solution.
Ease of operation and versatility, make this minimalist double/single hung a viable solution when it comes to large frames, enhancing your experience with the
outside world.

86mm / 3.40"

71mm / 2.80"

Minimum: 200mm / 7.87" (without reinforcement)
350mm / 13.77" (with reinforcement)

70mm / 2.75"
71mm / 2.80"

68.4mm / 2.69"

86mm / 3.40"

HOUSE in SWEDEN
REALESTELLIGENCE PART OF INVESTELLIGENCE GROUP

BAR & GRILL
PORTUGAL

*Other dimensions, consult Thecnical Department

169mm / 6.65"

Maximum weight/leaf: 500Kg / 1100Lbs
Maximum width/leaf*: 1500mm / 59"
Filling (tempered glasses): 56mm
68.4mm / 2.69"

71

56

33mm / 1.3"

30

70mm / 2.75"

Maximum weight/leaf: Consult Thecnical Department
Filling (tempered glasses): 56mm / 2.20"

50

Minimum: 200mm / 7.87" (without reinforcement)
350mm / 13.77" (with reinforcement)

18mm / 0.71"

56mm / 2.20"

50mm / 1.96"

20

71

56

33mm / 1.3"

OR - Pérgola

bioclimatic pergola system with adjustable and retractable louvers

The OR system is a self-supporting aluminium pergola system complete with variable position and retractable motorized louvres. It is designed in order to maximize
the use of the open-air space, in linewith the new trends of minimalist architecture. It features straight line design and is available in several formats , including freestanding. The pergola employs a set of fully adjustable aluminium louvers in order to create variable shading or by fully retracting the louvres you can enjoy the benefits
from the sun exposure when it’s colder outside. During inclement weather the pergola louvres can be closed completely and become a fully sealed roof with integral
drainage channels.
There are numerous optional additional products, such as glass curtains, heating and lighting systems, which can be used to complete your “new room” for maximum
comfort and enjoyment.

Frame between walls,
without columns, U shape

Frame between walls,
without columns

Complete frame,
two columns

Complete frame,
four columns

Painel Compósito

aluminium composite panel

The ACP panel, consisting of a core in thermoplastic resins (low density
polyethelene) and aluminum foil from the inside and outside, has excellent
mechanical properties, a high degree of acoustic insulation, high impact
resistance, increased rigidity and weight reduction. Depending on the purpose
of the application, the panel can be standard (PE), fire retardant (FR) or
fireproof (A2).
Fachada K7

Fachada SZ

System K7

HOUSE in MADEIRA
PORTUGAL

Fachada K7

Column dimension: 200mm x 200mm (7.87" x 7.87")

Fachada SZ

System S2

Column maximum height: 3000mm (118.1")
Blade dimensions (WxH): 217mm x 30mm (8.5" x 1.2") | 217mm x 50mm (8.5" x 1.95")
Application range:
Width (m)

6
Blade 50

4
2

Blade 30

2

4

6

Lenght (m)

MOTRINDE
PORTUGAL
PROTÉCNICO

Film
Paint PVDF Kynar® 500 70/30
Primer paint
Aluminium 0,5mm
Adhésif
Core
Adhésif
Aluminium 0,5mm
HOUSE in AUSTRALIA

Primer paint

JE

PROFILÉS ALUMINIUM RPT

straight perimetral system with thermal break

BIM

BIM objects

Understanding the existence of extraordinary solutions at this level, we also develop personalized tailor-made models and make them available in rfa and ifc formats.

This system is the answer to a more daring architecture that
does not obviate the aluminium view to overcome large
openings. It consists of a sliding system with improved thermal
break (fixed frame: 24mm/0.94" polyamide/mobile frame:
16mm/0.62" polyamide), developed to allow its application not
only in new construction as well as in building renovation.

JE System

JT System

OS-Double System

OS-Pivoting System

FC System - Capped Curtain Wall

ST System

ST-Concealed System

LT System

LT-Concealed System

FC System - Semi Structural Curtain Wall

ARCO HOUSE
PORTUGAL
FRARI ARCHITECTURE NETWORK
IVO TAVARES PHOTOGRAPHY

71mm concealed opening system with thermal break

The ST system was designed to meet the needs of great
comfort. The combination of this system of profiles thermally
enhanced with selective double or triple glazing provides high
performance of thermal and / or acoustic insulation, thereby
responding to the increasing demands of sustainable
construction.

VT

JE

71mm opening system with thermal break

PROFILÉS ALUMINIUM RPT

straight perimetral system with thermal break

111mm / 4.37"

AV

85mm / 3.34"
40mm / 1.57"

41mm / 1.61"
80mm / 3.15"
103mm / 4.05"
122mm / 4.80"

41mm / 1.61"

45mm / 1.77"

opening and slidind gate systems
85mm / 3.34"
40mm40mm
/ 1.57"
/ 1.57"

40mm / 1.57"

120mm / 4.72"

34mm / 1.33"

56mm / 2.20"

96mm / 3.77"

111mm / 4.37"

PA+

aluminium and glass railing systems

124mm / 4.88"

48mm / 1.89"

114mm / 4.48"

71mm / 2.79"

85mm / 3.34"

96mm / 3.78"

48mm / 1.89"

111mm / 4.37"

71mm / 2.79"

ST
117mm / 4.60"

sliding system with thermal break

JT achieves Title 24 Compliant NFRC Uf 0.30 and SHGC
0.15-0.24 Dual glazed.

lift and sliding system with thermal break

62mm / 2.44"

VILA KABBAJ
CASABLANCA
MOHAMED KABBAJ ARCHITECTS

The New JT sliding system is a versatile, robust and safe
system. Designed to deal with a variety of opening sizes,
available with 2 - 6 sash options, in 2 or 3 rails systems and
with corner solutions. Produced in simple lines and smaller
aluminium sections, this thermally broken door system aims to
comply with current design trends and thermal performance
requirements.

PE+

149mm / 5.86"

ST Tilt-and-turn and Fixed can achieve Title 24 compliant NFRC
values of Uf 0.27 Dual glazed. Also available in Triple glazed.

JT

glass minimalist opening system with thermal break

120mm / 4.72"

ST Concealed

41mm / 1.61"
+

PA -C

+

PA -B

Tahoe Region, CA and Reno, NV

Jim Muka

Massachusetts
Cell: 413.834.7003
E: jimmuka212@gmail.com

North East Region USA

Doc Henry

Garrett Carlson

Benchmark Architectural Products, Inc.
131 Lighthouse Ave. Suite 1B
Monterey, Ca. 93940
Office: 831.920.2698
E: doc@benchmarkapi.com

Boulder Ridge Sash and Door
2929 Lake Forest Rd PO Box 6225
Tahoe City, CA 96145
Office: 530.581.5655
Cell: 530.330.4333
E: garrett@bouldersash.com

Monterey & Carmel

Northern California

Nolan Wygant

Boulder Ridge Sash and Door
971 Transport Way # C
Petaluma Showroom
Office: 1.707.763.5655
E: nolan@bouldersash.com
W: bouldersash.com
Bay Area CA

Peter Muka

North Carolina
Cell: 413.834.8310
E: peterjmuka@gmail.com

Mid Atlantic Region USA

Steve Nurse

Boulder Ridge Sash and Door
Cloverdale
Cell: 707.540.1970
E: steve@bouldersash.com
Bay Area CA

John Thompson

Custom Fenestration Ltd.
USA: +1.508.401.7981
Portugal: +315 (0) 964.190.369
info@customfenestration.com

www.customfenestration.com
Nationwide USA
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Craig Forsberg

Boulder Ridge Sash & Door
2929 Lake Forest Rd PO Box 6225
Tahoe City, CA 96145
Office: 530.581.5655
Cell: 530.314.1218
E: craig@bouldersash.com

